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Khudakushi (Hindi: खुदाकुशी) is a 2012 Indian hindi revenge drama starring Salman Khan in the lead role and produced under. The movie directed by Sohail Khan is based on script by Akshat Verma and Kanu Behl. It was released on 18 December 2012 in India.Q: Using timestamps to limit click count in Angularjs This is similar to a previous stack overflow question: AngularJS - How to only allow 5 clicks a day What I'm trying to achieve is to make sure the
user has only allowed a specific number of clicks per day. I know how to do this with sessionStorage, and this question indicates I can do it with a JavaScript.cookie. However, I don't have access to the server side of the system. I'm thinking the ideal solution would be to track time and see if it's been 5 minutes since the last click, and if so: 1) remove it from the sessionStorage 2) set a cookie with a time stamp I know how to remove from the sessionStorage, but
I'm not sure how to set a cookie. Any ideas? A: Finally created a program using AngularJS and Webtreats that can track click count in a smartphone's browser. The recent US decision to withdraw from UNESCO -- a decision reportedly prompted by the organization's acceptance of the Palestinian bid to become a full member state -- has caused considerable diplomatic and media furor in Israel. Here are some facts: UNESCO was created in 1946 and today
comprises the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, the UN's specialized agency for education, science, culture and communication, with the objective of strengthening international peace and cooperation by promoting mutual understanding. The organization currently has some 450 member states with a number of specialized agencies including the International Bureau of Weights and Measures, the United Nations Institute for
Training and Research and the International Atomic Energy Agency. Israel has been a member of UNESCO since its creation and has served as its vice president since June 2010. During that time, the Jewish state has received an annual subsidy of about $2.3 million for its participation, according to Haaretz. The sum is not included in Israel's annual budget, but is added to the cost of all other UN organizations. The latest
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